Standards Committee Minutes  
March 21, 2018 @ 5pm

Attendees: Teresa Pitzer, Jaimee Gentile, Colleen Bauman, Tym Mazet, Sue Theolass

Guests: Sarah Bast, Robin K, Lexi Stein, Dezi Moore, Shyvonne, Dustin Becker, Jayme Sturdivan

Staff: Kirsten Bolton, Courtney Kauffma (recorder)

Please note: Items may not appear in consecutive order as they were addressed at the meeting, but may have been rearranged for clarity. Points of discussion are statements of individual members and not necessarily the consensus of the whole committee.

Introductions and Announcements: Jaimee explained to guests what the responsibilities of the Standards Committee are, and asked if anyone was interested in joining. Robin K announced that he is interested in participating.

Approve Agenda: Sue/Teresa, 5-0-0

Prepackaged Food: n/a

Hear Pressing Member issues and carry-over screening issues:

- Dustin Becker- medical massage. Has license, needs insurance.
- Robin Kaczuaeely- Tarot Reading, 20 years of experience, has written several books, self-trained, owned three stores, practiced in Mexico, referred to Market by Connie Bender.
- Sarah Bast- current vendor, wanting to add face painting to her product line.
- Annie Molnar- treasure boxes including small scrolls, soap, socket, different items
- Jayme Sturdivan- current vendor, wants to add face painting to her product line.
- Lexi Stein/Dezi Moore- wants to renew exception granted to attach feathers to hair. Provided documentation that attaching feathers does not require a cosmetology license. Using quality products and surgical pliers.
- Rolanda Johnson- Rope bracelet
- Dawn Rhodes- Animals painted on lids of jars

Approve Minutes: Sue/Colleen, 5-0-0.

Final Decisions on Pressing Member Issues and carry-over screening issues:

- Dustin Becker- Teresa/Colleen, 5-0-0, approved pending insurance.
- Robin Kaczuaeely- Sue/Teresa, 5-0-0.
- Sarah Bast- Teresa/Tym, 4-0-1.
- Annie Molnar- Colleen/Sue, 4-1-0.
- Jayme Sturdivan- Teresa/Colleen, 5-0-0
- Lexi Stein/Dezi Moore- Teresa/Tym, 4-0-1.
- Rolanda Johnson- Sue/Colleen- 0-0-5
- Dawn Rhodes- Animals painted on lids of jars- Sue/Teresa, 0-0-5
Discussion- adding face painting and other services coming to full committee to future agenda (Added to May agenda). Renewing exceptions every year (example- attaching feathers to hair); should that requirement be maintained?

Admin Report: No Notice of Concern forms submitted in past month.

Old Business: CBD

Discussion- Clear standards of production of CBD are not yet established to determine if CBD products are safe for consumption. See link or attached article.


**Motion to add guideline to handbook: Due to discrepancies between State and Federal law regarding CBD, The Saturday Market will not allow CBD products to be sold. Colleen/Jaimee, 5-0-0.

Members leaving early- create Info Sheet to hand out on Park Blocks added to agenda for April.

New Business:

Standards Presentation- Review: original document and revised document attached.

Guideline revisions- Services screened by full committee added to May’s agenda.

Meeting Evaluation: good meeting, efficient, ended on time, Orientation and Product Screening well attended. Jaimee did a great job chairing!

Adjourn